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1 .  E X E C U T I V E  S U M MAR Y

It allows us to manage COVID-19 transmission risk given that positive transmission rate of
COVID-19 in the zip code of our school (Dorchester, 02125) is above 5%
It gives us the opportunity to see our students in-person for community building
It ensures that all students receive similarly high caliber college preparatory instruction, which is
critical given that an increasing number of families, and 40% of our families of color, did not
intend to send their children to school in person
It allows our teaching staff to focus on: 1) ramping up for excellent virtual learning experiences,
2) making their curriculum anti-racist, and 3) our highest need students
It allows us to turn our operations team’s attention to getting each student set up with the tools
they need (computer, internet) to thrive in a virtual learning mode

The mission of BCCS is ambitious yet simple: to prepare each student for college. In our
planning for reopening, we kept this mission front and center. In addition, we used the principle of
“Designing for the Margins”*-- envisioning how our school re-entry model would be grounded in
equity and work for our most marginalized students and staff. In addition to these anchors in our
thinking, we based our reentry planning on the principles of Safety, Simplicity, and
Sustainability.

We have engaged over 50 members of our community in our Re-Entry Task Forces all summer long
and examined three models for reopening school, per the state mandate: fully in-person, hybrid,
and fully remote. We also conducted two family surveys with excellent response rates and
conducted two follow-up phone call campaigns. The plans below reflect the best thinking of our
community.

Phase I will be from September 14th through October 16th. We chose this approach because:

BCCS looks forward to offering a college preparatory education through each approach to
instruction we employ in the 2020-2021 school year. We are leaning into the call for innovation and
“Reimagining What A School Can Be.”

03*https://interactioninstitute.org/design-for-the-margins/



2.  L E T T E R  F R O M  T H E  E X E C U T I V E  D I R E C T O R

 robust, full-day virtual learning for the majority of students, 
 in-person (outdoor) and virtual community building, and 
 in-person learning for a small group of high need students. 

Dear BCCS Community, 

We hope you are well and safe. On behalf of Boston Collegiate Charter School, THANK YOU. Never
before over the warm summer months have we inundated you with so many surveys, emails,
phone calls, and videos regarding the reopening of school. You willingly responded, and we are so
grateful that you have faith in our school in this strange and difficult time. We heard your voices
and we sifted through your feedback to come up with our reopening plan, which is here. 

I want you to know that we intend to re-open the school in phases. 

THE FIRST DAY OF SCHOOL FOR ALL BCCS STUDENTS IS SEPTEMBER 14th. 

In Phase I, from September 14th - October 16th, we will have: 

1.
2.
3.

In addition to academics and community-building, digital literacy and diagnosing student needs will
be a paramount focus during this phase. 

As mid-October approaches, we will re-evaluate both the success of the model and the public
health status of our city, and decide on an approach for the next phase of school. We know that we
will be switching between modes of learning all year. We have a plan for an alternating in-person
week model that we shared with you in late July. We will be equipped to have more of, and
ultimately all of, our students back in person if the public health situation warrants it. 

We made this choice in alignment with our Core Values: Scholarship, Belonging, Passion,
Responsibility, and Integrity. We believe we can reopen BCCS safely and are prepared to do so at a
later date. For now, we were hearing significant concern from teachers and families about safety at
the start of the year, and growing numbers of families are not inclined to send their children back
to school for the time being. At this point, being a college preparatory school means that we need
everyone’s minds on teaching and learning, and we need to focus on getting our remote instruction
to a greater level of excellence than what we provided in the spring. 
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We expect to see your child virtually for approximately a full day (about 8:00 am to about 3 pm)
each day starting on September 14th, though days in the first week may be shorter to allow for
one-on-one time with teachers, families, and students. The remote program will be significantly
more robust than it was in the spring, with more Zoom classes but also more intentional efforts
to engage and inspire student learning on their own. 
We will be following up as soon as possible about any in-person community building
experiences we hope to conduct with students beyond that, as well as with more detailed
schedules. These will likely take place outdoors. 
We will be following up with families to support our highest need students with in-person time,
which will likely involve some in-person instruction as well as virtual classes supervised at BCCS
and supported by our staff. 

What does this mean for where my child needs to be, and when?

For now, know that:

1.

2.

3.

We miss our students so much, and wish we could just see everyone stream in our doors on the
first day of school. Though this will not be possible for the short term, we are committed more
fiercely than ever to ensure that each BCCS student receives a college preparatory education. 

Warmly,

Shannah Varón
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3.  D e s c r i p t i o n  o f  P l a n n e d  Ap p r o a c h  t o

    R e o p e n i n g  S c h o o l

Virtual Learning for Most Students
Community Building (Virtual & In-Person)
High Need Students Receive On-Campus Support

Content lessons will be conducted virtually by core content teachers
Students with IEPs can expect to receive their services largely virtually, though individual
conversations between families and the school team will be necessary to ensure student
success if other options should be considered
Remote academic work will align with state standards
Traditional letter grades will be issued
Google Classroom will continue to serve as our school’s Learning Management System
Zoom will be used for synchronous lessons Nearpod will be used by teachers to create
engaging virtual experiences
Families will be engaged to ensure that BCCS communication is effectively reaching them and
keeping them involved (e.g., weekly newsletter, daily emails, regular text messages)
Family trainings will occur to ensure that families have the information they need to support
their children at home
Translation and interpretation will occur through our multilingual staff
Attendance will be taken in each remote class

BCCS in Phase I (September 14th - October 16th): 

September 14-September 18: Orientation. During this time, all students will engage in partial-
day remote learning focusing on community building and digital literacy. Students will also have
purposeful opportunities to make connections, ideally in-person outdoors, to establish
community. During this time, we will ensure each student is equipped with supplies, technology,
and Internet to continue their learning at home. We will also introduce our process for taking daily
attendance, even when students are learning virtually. 

September 21: Launch Full Days of Virtual Learning. Full instructional days start for students
learning virtually and for those students with high needs accessing in-person instruction, with
continued emphasis on community building and digital literacy, as needed. Students who may
struggle with virtual learning may be invited to school to do virtual work while supervised at BCCS.

Model Basics

Mid-October: Evaluation and Reflection. Leading up to Phase II, starting October 19th, we will
evaluate the strengths of our virtual learning program, assess the health and safety landscape
using the community-specific metrics available, and determine whether an in-person model is
possible and how to improve upon the remote model.
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Schedule for Full Days of Virtual Learning
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All BCCS students will be assigned to either Cohort A, or Cohort B
Each Cohort will be assigned a set of weeks to attend in-person, Tuesday - Friday, which will
alternate with the other cohort
Mondays will be a remote learning day for all students
In person weeks will consist of 5, 6, or 7 periods of core content classes each day, depending
on the division of the school
Students will be placed in small cohorts within their cohort with whom they will stay together
all day (Lower/Middle Schools), or most of the day (High School)
Non in-person weeks will consist of “asynchronous” learning that complies with the
requirement for Structured Learning Time:
Scheduled Classes for Art, Physical Education, Collegiate Skills, and other Specials
Structured assignments, projects, recorded lessons, etc., from core content teachers
Students on IEPs will receive services in both the in-person and asynchronous weeks
Teachers will rotate into classrooms and stay 6-feet apart from students
Students who are learning remotely full-time will also be placed into Cohort A or Cohort B and
will follow the same schedule
Instead of attending in-person, fully remote students will either have a Zoom call with each of
their core content teachers during the day that their peers are attending in person OR they
will log into a class that is being live-streamed
On the week during which their cohort is learning asynchronously from home, they will join
their peers in doing the same and participate in group projects, etc.
Attendance will be taken in-person for the cohort that is in person and at the start of each
remote class by teachers

BCCS Hybrid Model
For Implementation if Appropriate after mid-October
Week A/Week B Hybrid Model

Rationale
We selected this approach to hybrid instruction because it most closely complies with
epidemiological recommendations and was recommended by our school physician. Most recent
data on COVID-19 tells us that, though the virus can take up to two weeks to manifest, symptoms
generally show up within an average of five days. Therefore, having cohorts come in for four days
and then sit out for ten in a 14-day cycle allows the virus to show up in the cohort that is in their
“off” week before they return to school. It also allows us to schedule deep cleanings between
cohorts. The Week A/Week B model was the most-selected hybrid model on the family survey.

Model Basics
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BCCS In-Person Model
For Implementation when it is No Longer Necessary to Maintain Physical Distancing

Under this model, all students at BCCS will be able to participate in daily in-person instruction or opt
for full remote learning if that is selected by their family.  The instructional program will adopt the
needed safety measures such as spacing all desks a minimum of 3-feet apart and adopt the safety
measures articulated below. Students would have a traditional six or seven period day, with specials
such as Art and PE adhering to the guidelines associated with those subjects (e.g. minimizing supply
sharing, etc.). The “Model Basics” would be similar to a traditional BCCS school day in previous years. 

According to our facilities analysis, BCCS should be able to accommodate all students on each of our
campuses at a social distance of 3-feet apart. What becomes more complicated is the meeting the
requirement of 6-feet apart, which is what we are striving for generally for safety but also in terms of
serving lunch, because during mealtimes, students will not be wearing their masks. 

A major component of this model, therefore, will be scheduling lunch, which will need to be scheduled
throughout the day over a much longer period of time than the normal lunch period to accommodate
all students, ideally with groups of students going out to eat in the tent outdoors over the course of
the day. We have also reviewed nearby outdoor spaces and are prepared to collaborate with
community organizations to see if we can access their outdoor spaces for lunchtimes as needed. 

In terms of serving remote learners in this model, teachers will either have a period of time with
remote learners scheduled into their days or there will be classes live-streamed to students at home,
depending on the grade and subject.
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4.  V U L N E RAB L E  S T U D E N T S  I N  AN Y  M O D E L

Students who receive special education services in a substantially separate setting
Students who receive ELL services
Students who struggled academically during Quarter 4 in the 19-20 school year
Students in younger grades whose family situation limits the amount of supervision available
(families who identified “extenuating circumstances” on the BCCS family survey)

In all models, BCCS will be working very hard to ensure that students who are most vulnerable have
access to the supports they need. 

In our remote model, this means that a small number of students who are high needs will be invited
to come to BCCS to access their remote learning from school in a supervised manner. BCCS is
defining “high needs” as follows, and will prioritize in this order: 

1.
2.
3.
4.

We are aiming for a group of ~15 students in each part of the school, or one supervised classroom
per Lower, Middle, and High School, and so may not be able to accommodate all students in groups
represented by #3 and #4 above. 

In our hybrid model, the aforementioned groups of students may be invited to attend full-time
instead of on a weekly rotating basis.

In our full in-person model, these students will receive services as needed and as agreed upon with
their families and the BCCS team.

1 1



5.  e n g a g i n g  w i t h  f a m i l i e s

Two Family Engagement Managers, one for each campus, will be responsible for ensuring that all
families have what they need:

Yanina Boshes, Lower School, yboshes@bostoncollegiate.org
Leslie Valentin, Upper School, lvalentin@bostoncollegiate.org 

Weekly Family Newsletters beginning Friday, August 18th, with text reminders
Regular emails from principals about student schedules (likely weekly, potentially daily) 
Ensuring student and family access to Google Classroom through the Google Sites platform,
which would provide symmetry across all grade levels/departments for ease
Family trainings to ensure that families have the information they need to support their children at
home
Surveys with follow up phone calls as needed will be conducted regularly, including to gather data
on families’ plans for sending their children in-person for various schedule segments (schedule
segments are 4 or 5 weeks, see calendar). 
Families in need will continue to have wraparound supports, including potentially access to
emergency funds and groceries as occurred in the Spring, by reaching out to (or being reached
out to by) our Family Engagement Managers

IIt has never been more important for BCCS team members and BCCS families to be working together
to ensure students are getting the college preparatory education that they deserve. Below are some
features of our plans for family engagement this year:
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6.  t e c h n o l o gy

It is the expectation that all BCCS students must have a dedicated device and high-speed internet in
order to be successful in our college preparatory program this year. If families identified in their July
2020 survey that their child either a) did not have a dedicated device, or b) had internet that was slow,
the BCCS Family Engagement or Operations teams will be in touch to distribute a school-issued
Chromebook and discuss alternative possibilities for internet. Chromebook distribution and internet
improvements will be a focus of the early weeks of school.
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7.  s a f e  r e t u r n  t o  s c h o o l

Mask wearing will be required all day for all students and staff when in person. 
We will have masks for students who do not have them or who need an extra. 
We will have masks for staff. 
Mask-wearing will become the paramount item in terms of uniforms at BCCS and we will handle
infractions restoratively but very seriously. 
Masks may not have logos or writing on them; other than that they can have any pattern or be any
color or style as long as they cover the nose and mouth. 
We will be scheduling mask breaks and planning around lunchtime when students will need to
take their masks off to eat when in person. 
We will be erecting tents at each campus to create outdoor spaces that can be used for mask
breaks.

In our remote model, all students who attend any portion of in-person time will be kept at 6-feet
apart.
In our hybrid model, we are splitting our 700 students into two cohorts to ensure that all students
can be 6-feet apart at all times.
In our fully in-person model, we can accommodate all students in the building at 3-feet apart and
will be working on scheduling lunch over a longer period of time to accommodate students
staying 6-feet apart at mealtimes. 
In our hybrid model, students will be in small cohorts that we are striving to keep together as
much as possible: all day in the lower and middle schools and with minimal period changes in the
high school. 
Desks in classrooms will all be facing the same directions. 
We will be managing for students to be 6-feet apart at arrival, dismissal, and transitions with
marked tape and other signals.
We will only be allowing one student in the bathroom at a time. 
Lunch will be in classrooms to maintain physical distancing.

The BCCS team has been working all summer to ensure that our return to in-person schooling is as
safe as possible. We have a large and talented health, operations and facilities team and we have
control over our budget to ensure that we can implement our plans. Key aspects of our plan to
ensure a safe school are below.

Mask Wearing

Physical Distancing
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We have purchased portable sinks for the arrival at each campus: students will be expected to
wash their hands upon entry. 
We will have hand sanitizing stations outside of all classrooms. 
We will be establishing schedules that will allow students to wash or sanitize their hands before
eating. This will also be expected of staff. 

It is critical that students stay home when they are sick. 
Students who need to stay home will be able to learn remotely if they are up to it, and if so, they
will not be counted absent. 
BCCS will be purchasing a mobile app screening tool for all staff and students to complete each
morning; each person will need to use the app on their phone and have their screening “badge”
checked in order to enter the school. 

Each campus will have both a Registered Nurse and a Licensed Practical Nurse onsite to quickly
identify and address any health issues on campus. 
Our Mayhew Campus Nurse, Jen Ryan, has co-chaired our Health Re-Entry committee and has
been actively involved in all of our planning related to safety and health protocols.
Necessary PPE for all health personnel has been purchased. 
We have secured space and developed a plan for swift and supervised isolation of COVID-19
cases if they manifest at school.

We have been getting expert advice on our ventilation systems.
All classrooms have windows that can and will be opened all day. 
In the Lower School and High School, the HVAC system has a MERV rating of 14 (which is noted as
excellent for filtering recirculated air); this system will be run at the same time that windows are
opened. 
In the Middle School, there are multiple windows in classrooms and we have window units that
bring in outside air (not recirculated) into the classrooms.
Teachers will be supported in conducting class outdoors (under the tent, at nearby parks) as
much as is feasible. 

We are planning for weekly deep cleanings when students are in-person. 
We are planning for regular (multiple times a day) wipe downs of all high touch surfaces.
We are planning for nightly cleanings of all classrooms in use by students. 
We have purchased touchless sinks, toilets, water fountains, and door openers. 
We are reinstituting paper towels for hand drying as recommended.

Hand-washing/Hand-sanitizing

Screening and Staying Home When Sick

Nurse Capacity, Space, and Support

Ventilation

Cleaning & Facilities 
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Our nursing team will help with the implementation of guidance related to what to do if someone
is sick. If someone in a cohort of students tests positive for COVID-19, then, even though they
were 6-feet apart from others and wearing a mask, everyone in that classroom is considered a
“close contact” and needs to get tested for COVID-19. 

If they test positive, they will need to remain home until cleared to return by a contact tracer
If they test negative, they can return after asymptomatic for 24 hours
If they choose not to get tested, they will need to self-quarantine for 14 daysAll the standard
approaches to contact tracing which is done by the state and city will apply. 

Many families noted safety concerns about transportation to school: 11% of families noted
concerns about yellow school buses and 33% noted concerns about the MBTA. 
We are in regular talks with the Boston Public Schools about the buses. If they are able to run the
buses, it will likely take some time to get the routes right because of the complexity of student
groups in the Week A/Week B model. 
If, for some reason, BPS is unable to run buses to pick up BCCS students, we are exploring our
own modes of transportation, both for students who would otherwise take yellow school buses
and also older students who live far away from school. Taking over our own transportation is a
complex project so there may be some lag time before it can be run.

Isolation of Students and Staff Who are Sick

Transportation
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8.  s u p p o r t i n g  a l l  s t u d e n t s

Mental Health 

We are deeply committed to supporting our students’ mental health. This summer, we surveyed all
families and checked on our students’ mental health and had a counselor reach out to families who
were concerned about their children.  We engaged one of our school counselors to work throughout
the summer months to continue to provide counseling services to students in need as well as to serve
as a resource for students and families in crisis.  As we transition to the 20-21 school year, we will
employ 3 full-time counselors, a full-time psychologist and 4 counseling interns, all of whom will be
able to provide services and resources to students regardless of our instructional model. We will
continue our partnership with the Program in Education and Resiliency (PEAR) at McLean Hospital for
regular mental health consultations and the development of a continuum of tiered supports for
students. 

We realize that many in our community are dealing with trauma, and that we must ensure that our
classrooms, regardless of whether they are in-person or virtual, are trauma sensitive and support
students fully.  To this end, we will provide training and support to our staff during our 14-day staff
orientation on this topic.

Social & Emotional Learning

Our partner organization, PEAR, has long provided support in the development of our social and
emotional learning program in our Lower and Middle Schools.  This year,  we will extend that
partnership to include our High School.  Every student at BCCS will complete a Holistic Student
Assessment which measures early in the year so it is possible for the BCCS team to respond to
student needs.  Our partnership with PEAR will focus on building a culture of belonging and support
for students, and ensuring that teachers are able to successfully build relationships with students. In
addition we will work on building structure and rituals for youth to help them adjust back into the
rhythms of the school day.

We have spent a lot of time and energy in the last year on ensuring that both staff and students in
older grades are trained on how to host Restorative Circles. We aim to implement circle practice into
our work to build community with each other. Circles will also be part of how we work together to
address harms when they are surfaced in the community.
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Assessment and Academic Intervention

We will continue our use of an interim assessment model and have crafted internal assessments in
both Math and English Language Arts to give our teachers timely and formative feedback on student
mastery and progress.  These assessments, aligned closely to the state frameworks, will be facilitated
five times throughout the year, and will be immediately followed by time for teachers to reflect on the
data and adjust curriculum accordingly.

We believe strongly that teachers should not structure their curriculum so that they are overly
focused on content from the previous year.  Rather, we believe in the acceleration model.  Students
must be exposed to content that is on their grade level and teachers must be ready with just-in-time
interventions to support students’ ability to engage and digest the material. 

We will focus on supporting our highest needs learners, in all instructional models, by providing in-
person instruction and support.
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9.  s u p p o r t i n g  o u r  t e a c h e r s :

    p r o f e s s i o n a l  l e a r n i n g  a t  b c c s

Beginning of Year Planning Time 
We have incorporated four weeks of intentional onboarding, planning and preparation for our staff.

August 17-August 21
We will welcome our newest staff members to our community one week earlier than our returning
staff.  This one-week orientation, which will take place largely virtually, will build community, onboard
new staff to our Learning Management System, provide the foundations for curriculum development
and instructional design, and spark partnership with our families and our students.

August 24-August 28
All of our staff will report to school, virtually, for a week-long focus on instruction and curriculum
development, with a particular focus on the nuances of creating a strong and engaging curriculum
virtually.  We will provide an onboarding session for Nearpod, ensure that all staff members are
nimble and well acquainted with Google Classroom, and provide ample time for content departments
to explore and surface best practices with content and curriculum development and facilitation both
virtually and in-person.  In addition, particular emphasis and training will be provided for all staff
regarding service delivery and how to best facilitate and capitalize upon co-teaching in all instructional
models.

August 31-September 4
Our second week of all staff orientation will focus on how to foster community and relationships with
students and families, regardless of instructional model.  We will partner with PEAR to ensure that our
staff is engaged with and prepared to facilitate social emotional development through targeted
prevention, counseling, and clinical intervention. 

September 9-September 11
Our last week of orientation will provide ample opportunity to engage in health and safety protocols
in preparation for students in both the hybrid and the fully in-person modeling we will pivot to at
different points in the year.  In addition, staff will use this time to strategically contact families and
students and work to build partnerships prior to the school year beginning.

Planning and Collaboration Time In the School Year
We will hold sacred 2-hours a week to provide teams ample collaboration and planning time.  In
addition, Monday afternoons from 12:30 pm on will serve as a time that grade level, divisional,
departmental, or school-wide planning and collaboration time can take place.  In addition, teachers
will be able to collaborate with peers daily from 3:00 on.
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10 .  o u t -o f -s c h o o l  t i m e  p l a n

At this time, our energy is focused on providing high quality instruction and support through the
school day through rigorous content and specialized teacher support.  It is important to note that our
teachers work daily until 4:30; the time from the close of school until 4:30 is additional time for
teachers not only to collaborate with one another, but also to provide targeted tutoring and 1:1
support to students outside of the school day. In addition, we intend to offer robust extracurriculars,
including theater and debate, during the after-school (3 pm - 4:30 pm) time. 

We run a rigorous summer school program and are exploring school vacation camps to accelerate
student learning and make up for lost time.
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11 .  s c h o o l  c a l e n d a r
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